
Curious about YOU and how your innate tendencies influence your choices? 
 
Take this quiz to determine if you are a Nurturer, Achiever or Creator at your most natural state. 
Try to think of each question in an overarching way.  How are you normally, not when big 
changes or stressors are occurring.  
 

1.  Is your body frame, bone structure, and weight? 
a. Thin, prominent joints, variable weight 
b. Moderate, easy to build muscle 
c. Stocky, tendency to be heavy 

 
      2.    Your hair is  

a. Fine, light in color, oily, grey or balding 
b. Dry, coarse, brittle, possibly curly 
c. Thick, lustrous, wavy, oily 

 
      3.   Your teeth are 

a. irregular, crooked, weak 
b. moderate, tend to yellow, only slightly crooked 
c. strong, healthy, white, not crooked 

 
       4.    Is your face characterized by 

a. small, narrow, thin features, tendency to dry lips 
b. medium size features, sharp and clear eyes 
c. dominant and thick features, large eyes, luxurious lashes and thick lips 

 
       5.      Your fingers and hands are  

a. long, thin, and narrow 
b. medium and square 
c. short and fleshy 

 
       6.     Your skin and complexion can be described as  

a. dry, rough, thin, coarse 
b. rosy, ruddy, oily or combination 
c. thick, pale, moist 

 
        7.   When it comes you appetite yours is 

a.  variable may have extremes 
b. strong 
c. steady and sometimes low 

 
 
 
 



  
  
 8.    Your digestion is typically 

a. variable, tendency towards dry hard stools, constipation, and gas 
b. soft or loose, sometimes burning, 1-3 times a day 
c. regular, solid, can be sluggish 

 
9.    Your sleep is 

a. light, interrupted at times, but when exhausted a heavy sleeper 
b. good, but easy to wake and often have disruptive dreams 
c. heavy, difficult to wake up, can sleep most anywhere 

 
10.   Body temperature is usually 

a. cold natured, loves warmth 
b. warm, poor tolerance to heat 
c. cool, adaptable to varied temps 

 
11.  Your mind is  

a. usually restless, very active, timid responses 
b. adventurous, bold, sharp 
c. conservative, loves connecting one on one, shy 

 
12.  Under stress your tendency is to  

a. become anxious and indecisive, remember easily, but forget quickly 
b. make firm decisions, sharp, intense and focused 
c. slow to take action, calm, tend to shut down 

 
13.  You consider yourself mostly 

a. an individual 
b. a leader 
c. supportive and caring 

 
14. Which image resonates most with you? 
 

      
 
 



 
Total you a, b, and c answers  
The largest number is your predominate constitution type.  
The next two are subtypes.  We all have some of each but the degree to which a dosha or 
constitution type is present in you influences how you manage yourself most effectively to get in 
front of your stress. 
 
A = creator 
B = achiever 
C = nurturer 


